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ABSTRACT: Intercalation of surfactant and polymer chains between the clay platelets gives rise to
molecular ordering that changes both the chain conformation and mobility with respect to the bulk
phase. As a local probe, nuclear magnetic resonance is particularly suited for such investigations, and
this review reports the main results obtained in the solid state. The properties of the modified clays
are studied as a function of the surfactant loading, the nature of the head group, and the length of the
hydrocarbon chain(s). The structure and charge of the mineral also influence the behaviour of
molecules in the gallery space. Among papers on polymer/clay nanocomposites, those dealing with
poly(ethylene oxide) have been studied in particular, using a multinuclear approach. Natural clays
often contain paramagnetic species such as Fe(III) that perturb the nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) relaxation processes and can prevent observation of appropriate NMR data. Accordingly,
most organic/clay hybrids are studied with hectorite or synthetic smectites. However, the
paramagnetic effect has also been found useful in characterizing clay dispersion within the
polymer matrix of the nanocomposites.
KEYWORDS: magic angle spinning NMR, smectite, synthetic clays, Laponite, clay delamination, chain
conformation, polymer, dynamics, paramagnetic effect.
Organo-clay systems are employed in a wide
variety of industrial and scientific applications
such as adsorbents for organic pollutants
(RheinlaÈnder et al., 1998; Meier et al., 2001;
Cornejo et al., 2004), pharmaceutical and cosmetic
additives (LoÂpez-Galindo & Viseras, 2004), water
treatment (Beall, 2003; Volzone, 2004), catalysts
(Meier et al., 2001; Heller-Kallai, 2002; Moronta,
2004), reinforcing fillers for plastics (Wang &
Pinnavaia, 1998), rheological control agents
(Permien & Lagaly, 1995; Manias et al., 1996),
electric (Wu & Lerner, 1993) and nanocomposite
materials (Alexandre & Dubois, 2000).
The clayey hybrids are mostly characterized by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermogravimetric
analysis. For instance, the d
001
basal spacing from
XRD may be related indirectly to the number of
surfactant layer(s) and their mean orientation with
respect to the clay basal plane (Lagaly, 1986).
However, XRD does not describe hybrid materials at
a molecular level. Such information is important for
understanding the properties of these systems. Vaia
et al. (1994) used Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) to describe the molecular
conformation of alkylammonium salts intercalated
in clays. This technique has been applied regularly
in the literature as illustrated by more recent data (Li
& Ishida, 2003; Zhao et al., 2003). NMR provides a
useful technique for characterizing hybrid materials
at a molecular level, probing the structure,
conformation and dynamics of molecules at inter-
faces. The NMR spectroscopy of organo-clay
complexes has been reviewed recently (Sanz &
Serratosa, 2002; Grandjean, 2004). The NMR
information from such clayey systems can be
overshadowed by the presence of paramagnetic
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ions in the mineral, resulting in the broadening and
sometimes disappearance of the NMR lines of nuclei
within a few nanometres of the paramagnetic centre.
These possible perturbations of the NMR spectra are
discussed in the first section of this review. Then a
brief account of NMR characterization of the clay
inorganic counterions is given, but the main part of
this paper concerns NMR data of surfactant and
polymer molecules intercalated in phyllosilicates. To
obtain clay/polymer nanocomposites, one of the
critical steps is the surface treatment of the
mineral. Cationic surfactants are often intercalated
in clay to ensure its dispersion within the polymer
matrix. The local conformation and dynamics of the
entrapped molecules determined by NMR provide
useful data for understanding the surfactant role in
the formation of nanocomposites and the effective-
ness of the surface treatment. Different NMR
techniques have been proposed to characterize such
materials, and they are described briefly below.
NMR can obviously be used to show the presence of
polymer in the hybrid compounds. However, this
review focusses mainly on papers dealing with
structural and dynamic information relating to the
intercalated organic molecules. The last part of this
article summarizes how perturbation of the NMR
relaxation processes brought by paramagnetic Fe(III)
of natural clays can be used to describe the mineral
dispersion in the nanocomposites.
SOL ID -STATE NMR STUDY OF
MODIF IED CLAYS
Magnetism and NMR of clays
In solid materials, the spin (nucleus with a
magnetic moment) interactions are anisotropic in
nature, resulting often in a broad featureless
spectrum. Weak and moderate interactions are
cancelled or reduced significantly by spinning the
sample at the angle 54.7ë (magic angle spinning:
MAS) (e.g. Laws et al., 2002; Duer, 2004). The
presence of paramagnetic ions, typically Fe
3+
(Fe(III) to be more precise), in clays such as the
widely used montmorillonite must be considered in
their NMR studies. A good understanding of the
correlations between the magnetism of the mineral
and the NMR spectra is a prerequisite for further
development of NMR spectroscopy as an efficient
tool for studies of clayey materials. Indeed, the
magnetic moment of the unpaired electron is
approximately three orders of magnitude greater
than that of nuclei, inducing a strong electron-
nucleus dipolar interaction, broadening, sometimes
beyond the detection limit, the NMR lines and
perturbing the NMR relaxation rates within a few
nanometres from a given paramagnetic centre. In
montmorillonites, paramagnetic Fe(III) atoms
substitute partly for Al(III) in the octahedral sheet,
giving rise to an electron-nuclear dipolar interaction
which becomes the dominant relaxation process for
the nearest nuclei. The NMR studies of surfactant-
modified clays are summarized in Table 1.
Adapting the equation of the electron-nuclear
dipolar Hamiltonian to the
13
C nucleus (equation 1)

























is the corresponding quantum number
of the nth electron spin, r
n
the distance between the
two, and b
n
is the angle between the external
applied magnetic field B
0
and the vector r
n
.
Rapid averaging of the electron spin orientation,
brought by the electron spin-electron spin coupling
of different Fe(III) atoms (flip-flop term), strongly
reduces this interaction as indicated by smaller line-
widths of the
13
C NMR spectrum (Yang & Zax,
1999). Fe(III) atom distribution in the octahedral
sheet depends drastically on the montmorillonite
sample, as shown by Fe EXAFS spectroscopy
(Vantelon et al., 2003). Most investigated clays
exhibit either a slight or a strong tendency to Fe
clustering. In this latter case, the proximity between
the paramagnetic sites enhances the electron spin
exchange interaction, decreasing the corresponding
electronic correlation time in such environment.
The Wyoming (Wy-1) montmorillonite (MONT)
used most often does not show Fe-Fe pairs. The
shortest FeÿFe distance is ~6.2 A
Ê
and, assuming a
random distribution of Fe(III), an average distance
between two species is calculated to be ~11.4 A
Ê
(Yang & Zax, 1999). Furthermore, the composition
of naturally occurring clays may be subject to some
variations and contain ferromagnetic-like impuri-
ties. Recently, measurements of magnetic para-
meters of three standard clays were performed
(Levin et al., 2004): hectorite (HEC), mont-
morillonite (MONT) (HCa-1 and Wy-1, respec-
tively, from the Source Clays Repository of The
Clay Minerals Society, Purdue University, Indiana)
and a synthetic mica-montmorillonite SMONT
(Barasym SSM-100 from NL Industries). Wy-1
exhibits Langevin paramagnetism with an effective
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magnetic moment of 5.5 m
B
per Fe ion whereas
SMONT has diamagnetic properties. At 300 K, the
ratio M/H of the bulk dc magnetization (M) and the
magnetic field (H) is larger for HCa-1 (HEC) than
that for Wy-1 (MONT) when measurements are
made in a magnetic field H 4 1 kOe. The opposite
is observed in a field of 50 kOe. The difference
arises because the magnetization of HCa-1 is
dominated by a contribution from ferromagnetic-





Si NMR signals of SWy-1 are
broadened beyond the detection limit under the
experimental conditions used due to the paramag-
netic effect (Levin et al., 2004), but increasing the
number of scans significantly allows us to observe
29
Si NMR spectra of paramagnetic montmorillonites
(TkaÂc
Ï
et al., 1994; Grandjean et al., 2003). By





with signal intensities similar to those of the
diamagnetic SMONT (Levin et al., 2004).
Although it has been shown that the paramagnetic
effect may be used to characterize clay dispersion
in nanocomposites at low silicate concentration
(VanderHart et al., 2001a,b), most NMR studies of
modified clay concern synthetic smectites and
natural hectorite.
NMR of inorganic cations in the clay
interlayer space
We report only a few recent solid-state NMR
data on inorganic ions intercalated between the clay
platelets since such studies have been summarized
recently both in suspensions (Grandjean, 1998) and
in the solid phase (Grandjean, 2004). Interlamellar
dipolar nuclei such as
113
Cd exchangeable ions of
non (weakly) paramagnetic smectites have been
studied by NMR. In HEC with no tetrahedral
charge, the hydrated cadmium ions occupy one
single site in the centre of the interlayer space along
the c axis. A second site in which these ions are
displaced closer to the negatively charged basal
oxygens is present for montmorillonite (MONT) (Di
Leo & Cuadros, 2003). The cation exchange
process can be followed by observation of an





Cs MAS NMR charac-
terizes the Cs adsorption on the surface of kaolinite
and in the interlayer of 2:1 clay minerals, with
kaolinite adsorbing less Cs
+
than montmorillonite
and vermiculite. The first stage of Cs
+
adsorption
on montmorillonite involves the rapid uptake of
cation attachment to the oxygen atoms of the H
2
O
molecules in the interlayer. The second stage arises
from a slower cation adsorption to the basal oxygen
atoms of the silicate tetrahedral (Ejeckam &
Sherriff, 2005). The inter-nuclear dipolar interaction
that depends on the nuclear magnetic moments, and
the distance and orientation between the nuclei,
mediates such transfer of magnetization. Using two
dimensional (2D) NMR techniques, structural and
interlayer Al ions have been distinguished. Water
provides the proton polarization source of the





occurs at their respective chemical shifts. On the
other hand, the structural hydroxyl protons are
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Bank & Ofori-Oki (1992)
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correlated with structural Al atoms (Alba et al.,
2004). The interaction between the quadrupolar
moment eQ of a quadrupolar nucleus (I > 1/2) and
the electric field gradient, eq, generated at the
nucleus site by the nuclear environment gives rise





splitting the NMR signal. The central line of half-
integer spin nuclei is only observed when the
quadrupolar splitting exceeds the observable
frequency range. When the quadrupolar interaction
becomes significant compared to the interaction
with the magnetic field (Zeeman interaction),
second-order quadrupolar perturbations that are
not suppressed by MAS shift and broaden this
signal. To obtain high-resolution spectra, appro-
priate techniques must be used such as two-
dimensional multiple quantum magic angle (2D
MQMAS) NMR experiments (Rocha et al., 2003;
Duer, 2004; Jerschow, 2005). Laponite (LAP), a
synthetic hectorite and synthetic saponites (SAP) of
variable interlayer charge were characterized by 2D
3QMAS NMR (Delevoye et al., 2003). The clays
investigated exhibit only one main contour signal,
except for a high-charge saponite (0.75 charge per
half unit cell, SAP0.75) where the contour plot is
widely distributed in both dimensions. As hydration
of kanemite affects the
23
Na 2D 3QMAS NMR
spectrum in both dimensions (Hanaya & Harris,
1998), we measured the amount of water in the clay
samples by
1
H NMR, showing similar low contents
for the different samples (Delevoye et al., 2003).
Although these observations were reproducible,
more recent saponite samples synthesized with
new equipment provide 2D 3QMAS NMR spectra
with one single contour plot for saponites of
variable interlayer charge (0.35ÿ0.90 charge unit
per half-unit cell) (Fig. 1).








), in the 1.3ÿ1.5 MHz range, are
found for the highest-charge clays (SAP0.75,
SAP0.80, SAP0.90) compared to 2.1ÿ2.3 for the
other saponites (SAP0.35, SAP0.40, SAP0.50,
SAP0.60) (Delevoye et al., 2003). Higher symmetry
of the counterion environment reduces the electric
field gradient and the quadrupolar product (the
effect of the asymmetry parameter, Z, varying
between 0 and 1 is small). A change to different
properties occurs for saponites with an interlayer
charge >0.6 per half unit cell. It was shown that
such high-charge saponites are characterized by
different properties, e.g. the length of the clay
particles is multiplied by more than 2 compared to
the lower-charge minerals (Michot & VillieÂras,
2002). The greater crystallinity of these materials
results in a higher ordering process within the
gallery space. More order around Na cations gives
rise to smaller electric field gradient at the nucleus
site. These data suggest one mean interfacial Na
+
site for Laponite and all the investigated synthetic
saponites. Using similar 2D NMR experiments,
hydration of a montmorillonite (MONT) sample
with a small Fe(III) content leads to an increase of
the quadrupolar product from 1.5 MHz for the dry
sample to 3.8 MHz with four water molecules per
Na
+
ion. This parameter decreases progressively
with greater water content to become very small
when the hydration structure around Na ions is
highly symmetric (octahedral) (Ohkubo et al.,
2004).
NMR of organic species in the clay interlayer
space
Theoretical aspects. To improve the detection of
low-NMR sensitivity nuclei such as
13
C, the
polarization of protons can be transferred to these
nuclei in the CP experiment. All aspects of dealing
with cross-polarization efficiency are reported in a
recent paper (Amoureux & Pruski, 2002). During
the pulse sequence, the
13
C magnetization M can be
approximated by an exponential increase with the
time constant T
CH
whereas the proton magnetization






Na 2D 3QMAS NMR spectrum of the
saponite with 0.75 charge per half unit cell. The
projection on the y axis (isotropic or high-resolution
spectrum) shows a narrow peak, associated with one
mean sodium cation environment. The projection on
the x axis (anisotropic spectrum) provides a much
broader signal.
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The variation of the carbon magnetization is















where t is the contact time allowing the polarization
transfer from protons to
13
C nuclei and M
0
is the
equilibrium magnetization. The cross-polarization is










) require spectra to be recorded
as a function of the contact time. The assumptions
required for application of this equation are
described in a review paper (Kolodziejsky &
Klinowski, 2002). Quantitative
13
C NMR data can
also be obtained by a single pulse experiment that
requires a long delay time of ~70 s (five times the
relaxation time T
1
(C)) between two successive
pulses. On the other hand, a quantitative CP MAS
NMR experiment needs delay times of a few
hundreds ms (56T
1r
(H)) and the use of typically
15 different contact times. Under appropriate
conditions, both experiments on modified clays
typically require an overnight run to obtain
quantitative data. The CP MAS NMR experiment
provides extra information on molecular dynamics
from the T
CH
value variation. Other NMR experi-
ments are also used to probe dynamics of interfacial
species in the hybrid compounds. The T
1
spin-lattice
relaxation times in the laboratory frame are sensitive
to molecular motions in the MHz frequency range
while the T
1r
relaxation times in the rotating frame
and the proton-proton dipolar lineshapes, which can
be measured by using the 2D WISE (WIde line
SEparation) NMR experiment, are sensitive to
molecular motions on the kHz frequency scale.
This last experiment correlates high-resolution
13
C
CP MAS NMR frequencies with the low-resolution
1
H NMR spectrum. The 2D WISE spectrum of the
modified clay in which the interlamellar Na cations
of SAP0.75 were replaced by hexadecyltrimethyl-
ammonium cations (HDTA) is shown (Fig. 3).
The
13
C NMR lines of the hydrocarbon chain are
similarly narrow indicating high mobility (Fig. 3,
lower) as supported by relaxation data (unpublished
results). Broader signals come from motional
restriction (Wang et al., 2000; Mirau et al., 2005).
Finally, ultraslow dynamics in organically modified
clays can be studied by 2D exchange experiments
characterized by off-diagonal resonances probing
motions on the msÿs timescale (Mirau et al., 2005).
Applications. As noted above, NMR studies of
organo-clays have been reviewed recently (Sanz &
Serratosa, 2002; Grandjean, 2004), and this paper
deals with NMR investigations of clay/polymer




NMR experiments are mostly used to probe the
molecular structure and dynamics of organic cations
intercalated in phyllosilicates. One of the first
studies included the complexes of tetramethyl-
ammonium (TMA) and HDTA with MONT and
of HDTA with a vermiculite (Pratum, 1992). As the
Fe content of these minerals was 3.4 and 7.4%,
respectively, the
13
C NMR spectra were poorly
resolved, providing two separated signals at ~54
FIG. 2. Plot of the signal intensity as a function of the contact time (LAPDHEMHA: peak at 67.1 ppm)
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methylene chain, respectively. Analysis of the
relaxation data was hampered by the paramagnetic
effect. An increase in the organic cation motion
upon intercalation was deduced after subtraction of
the estimated paramagnetic relaxation contribution
(Pratum, 1992). Bank & Ofori-Oki (1992) assume
that the broadening of the aromatic
13
C signals of
phenetylammonium (PA) and benzyltriethylammo-
nium (BTA) intercalated in HEC and LAP results
from the restriction of the aromatic ring rotation
leading to differences in the chemical shifts of the
two ortho and the two meta carbons. Physical
mixing of the salts and the smectites leads only to a
line broadening with PA, suggesting the role of a
proton transfer in this latter case (Bank & Ofori-
Oki, 1992). The dipolar constant T
CH
(equation 2)
was measured to describe the variation of the
mobility of the methylene groups of dimethyl-
distearylammonium (DDSA)-exchanged montmor-
illonite (DDSAMONT) upon methanol adsorption.
The alkyl chains are relatively rigid for alcohol
adsorption, typically <0.6 molecules per surfactant
head group. Beyond this ratio, the T
CH
values
increase in agreement with mobility enhancement
that decreases the dipolar interaction brought by
more distant CH
2
groups (Khatib et al., 1996).
Organic cation mobility was studied by
1
H NMR in
FIG. 3. (a) The
13




H chemical shift scales on the
x and y axes, respectively, and (b) the
1






chemical shifts (from the bottom







relaxation time in the laboratory frame of TMA was
measured as a function of temperature. Under
isotropic rotation diffusion, the T
1
plot vs. the
inverse of temperature (proportional to the correla-
tion time t
c
) shows one minimum. A different plot
is obtained for more complex situations. The
adapted equation predicts an o
2
(the frequency o





in the slow-motion domain (ot
c
5 1) whereas a much weaker dependence of ~o
1.0
was observed below 140 K. The experimental T
1
curve as a function of T
ÿ1
was reproduced by
assuming two motional modes: isotropic cation
rotation as a whole and translational self-diffusion
(Ishimaru et al., 1998). In clay suspensions,
2
H
NMR quadrupolar splitting indicates preferential
orientation of molecules and ions near the mineral
surface (Grandjean, 1998, 2004). In solids, stronger







in n-octylammonium (OA) ions
intercalated in saponite (OASAP) is sensitive to
mobility variation (Yamauchi et al., 2000). At
116 K, a splitting of 50 kHz corresponds to the
internal rotation of the ND
3
+
group of OA around its
C
3
axis. Cationic uniaxial rotation along the long
axis of the intercalated surfactant cation gradually
occurs in the 116ÿ400 K temperature range. The
non-abrupt reduction of the quadrupolar splitting is
also indicative of a wide distribution of the
correlation times associated with this rotation.
Large-amplitude motion of the whole ion within
the interlayer space accounts for the smaller
splitting values obtained at higher temperature.
The heterogeneity of the intercalated OA motion
could be caused by the inhomogeneous charge
distribution in clay layers. These data are supported
by T
1
measurements as a function of the correlation
time (Yamauchi et al., 2000).
In the solid state, the conformation of long-chain
surfactant is all-trans as indicated by one single
13
C
NMR signal near 34 ppm, assigned to the internal
methylene groups of the alkyl chain. After
intercalation between the clay platelets, this signal
is split. The higher field component at ~31 ppm
results from the so-called g gauche effect providing
an upfield shift for the g carbon in the gauche
conformation. Higher temperatures lead to the
decrease of the all-trans conformation (Fig. 4).
Such a conformational heterogeneity was
observed by
13
C CP MAS NMR techniques in
MONT exchanged with octadecylammonium
(ODA) cations. The T
CH
values (equation 2) of
the 34 and 31 ppm signals suggest that molecules in
the ordered all-trans conformation are as rigid as
those in the solid crystalline materials whereas the
molecules in the disordered conformation are
similar to those of liquid crystalline materials.
Upon heating, the molecules in the ordered
conformation become disordered. However, the
ODA ions intercalated in MONT never attained
the complete liquid-like behaviour even in the
disordered conformation (Wang et al., 2000). The
Li ions of a partially delaminated mica were
exchanged with dialkyldimethylammonium cations,
FIG. 4.
13
C CP MAS NMR spectra of the main CH
2
signals of HDTA intercalated in LAP at 293 and 360 K. The
scale of the higher-temperature spectrum is shifted to the right by 2.5 ppm.
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. At ÿ25ëC, a
single line is observed at 33 ppm, characteristic of
the all-trans conformation of the hydrocarbon
chain. With increasing temperature, a second
resonance at ~30 ppm grows in while the intensity
at 33 ppm decreases, indicating the formation of a
dynamic average between the gauche and trans
conformations. The time scale for a molecule to
move between the ordered and disordered phase
was estimated as being slower than 1 s from 2D
exchange spectra. The conformational change was
fully reversible (Osman et al., 2002). All-trans and
gauche conformations coexist also for HDTA and
ODA intercalated in LAP (LAPHDTA and
LAPODA). In contrast with MONTODA, a lower
percentage of the all-trans conformer (40% instead
of 80%) and higher surfactant mobility were
measured in LAPODA. For instance, the
13
C





as observed in the fast
motion limit (ot
c
<< 1). The smaller size, the
structural difference of LAP platelets and the
different arrangement (monolayer instead of
bilayer) of the intercalated surfactant can account
for such a different behaviour (Kubies et al., 2002).
A single layer of intercalated cations in LAPHDTA,
parallel to the silicate surface, is consistent with the
low clay charge of LAP, implying weak surfactant
content after the 1/1 exchange. The ammonium
cations are individually separated; therefore, the
interchain interactions are weak. This dilution effect
causes the formation of gauche conformer; mean-
while, the hydrocarbon tails that are parallel to the
silicate layers have a full contact with the silicate
surface. The repulsive forces from the silicate
surface increase the mobility of the hydrocarbon
chain and therefore result in high concentrations of
gauche conformer (Li & Ishida, 2003). Synthetic
saponites of variable charge were modified by
exchanging the original Na cations with HDTA (1/1
exchange). For the two lowest-charge saponites, the
surfactant cations adopt a bilayer structure with the
long alkyl chains lying down on the clay surface.
The increase of the clay charge (and the surfactant
loading) leads to variation of the hydrocarbon tail
orientation from parallel to radiating away from the
silicate surface, forming the so-called paraffin
complex with the highest-charge minerals. The
all-trans conformation of the intercalated surfactant
also fluctuates with the saponite charge. From being
dominant for the lowest charges, it reaches a
minimum value for intermediate charges and then
evolves progressively to the highest all-trans
conformation population with the mineral charge
(Fig. 5). Similar observations were observed after
intercalation of (hydroxyethyl)dimethylhexadecyl-
ammonium (HEDMHA) or (dihydroxyethyl)methyl-
hexadecylammonium (DHEMHA), changing the
head group (Mu
È
ller et al., 2004). Under the 1/1
cation exchange used to obtain the modified
saponites, high charge also means high surfactant
loading. A few months later, a similar observation
was reported for MONTHDTA, varying the
surfactant loading between 0.2 and 5 times the
cation exchange capacity (CEC) of MONT (He et
al., 2004). Both sets of data with SAP and MONT
can be explained similarly, resulting from the
interplay between the repulsive silicate surfa-
ceÿhydrocarbon chain interaction, and the inter-
chain van der Waals interactions between the
hydrogen atoms that increase with the surfactant
concentration, favouring the all-trans conformation
of the alkyl chains. Until near the minimum, the
alkyl chains remain approximately parallel to the
silicate surface, whereas they radiate away from the
clay surface for higher surfactant loadings. This
results from the increase of the interchain interac-
tions that favour the all-trans configuration,
forming paraffin-type monolayer and paraffin-type
bilayers for the highest clay contents (MuÈller et al.,
2004; He et al., 2004). Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) data suggest also that the interaction
between the head group and the clay surface
influence the ordering of the hydrocarbon tail:
strong ion-ion interaction resulting in more
disordered conformation than weak ion-dipole
interaction (Li & Ishida, 2003). The
13
C MAS
NMR results are not only complementary to that of
FIG. 5. All-trans conformer population (%) of HDTA
main alkyl chain as a function of the saponite charge
(10
2
) per half unit cell.
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FTIR data but also provide new insights into the
conformational ordering of the intercalated surfac-
tants (He et al., 2004). Furthermore, only NMR
spectroscopy is able to estimate unambiguously the
all-trans conformational content of differently
charged sys tems (MuÈ l ler et al . , 2004) .
Measurement of the dipolar time constant T
CH
(equation 2) supports the greater rigidity of the all-
trans conformation and the decrease of the head
group mobility after substitution of methyl group(s)
by hydroxyethyl chain(s). This latter effect may be
associated with the interaction of the hydroxyl
group with the silicate layer but no NMR or IR data
support this assumption. Therefore, a steric effect





relaxation times for the organically-modified
clays are substantially shorter than those of the
semi-crystalline surfactant, supporting fast mole-
cular motions on a MHz frequency scale that are
not present in the bulk surfactant (Kubies et al.,
2002; Mu
È
ller et al., 2004). Mono-(1ODA), di-
(2ODA), tri-(3ODA), and tetra-octadecylammo-
mium (4ODA) cations were also intercalated in
MONT. The
13
C MAS NMR spectra of the
modified clays were recorded in the temperature
range of ÿ19 to +65ëC. On going from
MONT4ODA to MONT1ODA, the available space
per alkyl chain increases, leading to less ordering
and line broadening. MONT1ODA did not show
any temperature dependence. In contrast to
MONT3ODA and MONT4ODA in which the all-
trans conformation of the alkyl chain is only
present at ÿ19ëC, gauche segments do exist in
MONT2ODA, indicating less order and looser
packing. The increase of the averaged gauche/
trans to all-trans ratio with temperature in MONT2-
4ODA suggests an order-disorder transition. The
coexistence of ordered and disordered segments
below and above the phase transition is indicated by
its spreading over a temperature range (Osman et
al., 2004). The mobility of the head group of the
phosphonium salts can be probed by the relaxation
time measurements of the highly NMR sensitive
31
P
nucleus. Thus, Laponite and synthetic saponites
were cation-exchanged with the bromide of
hexadecyltrimethylphosphonium (HDTP). The
trans/gauche conformational ratios were similar to
those obtained previously for the intercalated
ammonium cations (Kubies et al., 2002; Mu
È
ller et
al., 2004). Greater head group mobility was
observed for LAPHDTP, as a result of the
weakest electrostatic interaction of the organic
cation with this octahedrally substituted clay.
Motional restriction, increasing with the clay
charge, was observed for the modified saponites
(Hrobarikova et al., 2004). Different
31
P NMR
techniques were also performed to study the
mobility of hexadecyltributylphosphonium
(HDTBP) and dodecyltriphenylphosphonium
(DDTPP) intercalated in Laponite. In the proton





H correlation), the line widths of LAPDDTPP
are twice as large as for LAPHDTBP, indicating
that of the DDTPP are more restricted on the
50 kHz frequency scale. Varying the mixing time in
the 2D exchange pulse sequence results in the
31
P
nucleus reorientation on a time scale of 1 s (Mirau
et al., 2005). Hexadecylpyridinium cations (HDP)
and its inclusion complex in a-cyclodextrin were
intercalated in MONT. The
13
C CP MAS NMR
spectrum of the latter material was indeed similar to
the spectrum of the pure inclusion complex (Yei et
al., 2005).
During the synthesis of hectorite by hydrothermal
crystallization of magnesium silicate, tetraethylam-
monium (TEA) ions were used to aid crystallization
and became progressively incorporated as the
exchange cations within the interlayer.
13
C NMR
shows evidence of TEA-clay formation in as little
as 30 min and also that 80% of the final TEA
loading is accomplished in the first 10ÿ12 h. Up to
36 h more are needed to incorporate the remaining
20% of TEA. Accordingly, initial nucleation and
crystallization end after ~14 h, after which primary
agglomeration of particles takes place (Carrado et
al., 2000).




Composites of polymers with smectite clay
minerals have received significant attention
because of improvements in mechanical, thermal
and barrier properties that can result from
synergistic effects of the polymer and the lamellar
solid (Alexandre & Dubois, 2000). Such materials
which usually contain a few percent of clay can be
prepared by different methods, depending on the
polymer properties. The interlayer gap can be
swelled using long-chain alkyl amine or ammonium
salts, easing the intercalation of the polymer. The
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polymer precursor can be intercalated between the
clay platelets and can then be converted to the final
polymer by appropriate chemical processes.
Nanocomposites containing polymers may still be
obtained by using the in situ intercalative poly-
merization approach: the monomer is first inter-
calated and appropriate treatment leads to
polymer iza t ion in the in ter layer space .
Nanocomposites can be also formed by mixing
the polymer and the layered silicate together and
heating the mixture above the glass transition of the
polymer. Finally, the polymer may aid the
nucleation and growth of the inorganic host crystals
and get trapped within the layers as they grow
(Alexandre & Dubois, 2000). The bulk organization
of these materials is usually described as phase
separated, intercalated or exfoliated systems,
depending on the mineral dispersion within the
polymer matrix. The NMR studies of polymer/clay
nanocomposites are summarized in Table 2.
Polymer chains surround stacked clay platelets in
microcomposites. Intercalated nanocomposites
contain polymer chains at least partly inserted in
the clay galleries and exfoliated nanocomposites
refer to systems with single clay platelets dispersed
within the polymer matrix.
Acrylamide intercalated in kaolinite (KAO) was
polymerized (PAAM) in situ. The polymerization,
which was completed after 1 h of treatment was
followed by the change of the
13
C signal intensity
of the ethylenic carbon atoms (Sugahara et al.,
1990). Polymerization of ethylene glycol interca-
lated in kaolinite was not observed. However,
poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG)/KAO intercalates were
obtained by mixing dimethylsulphoxide/KAO
complexes and polymer (melt) at 150ÿ200ëC,
partially releasing dimethylsulphoxide from KAO.
13
C MAS techniques suggest more constrained
polymer mobility in the interlamellar space of the
mineral than in its bulk (Tunney & Detellier, 1996).
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) complexes are
interesting materials due to their anisotropic ionic
conductivity. Intercalation of PEO in clay results in
a nanocomposite polymer electrolyte potentially
useful for solid-state secondary batteries. Solid-
state high-resolution NMR was applied to study
(PEO)/hectorite samples. The
13
C CP MAS NMR
spectrum of pure PEO shows two signals at 70.6
and 71.9 ppm, respectively. For crystalline PEO,





conformation, the spectrum is expected
to give a single signal near 70 ppm. The second
signal is assigned to the interaction between
different chains in the solid state or the presence
of some methylene groups in the trans conforma-







hectorite leads to a single peak close to 70 ppm,
attributed to a gauche conformation of the
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methylene groups, suggesting that the helical
conformation is maintained in the nanocomposite
(Aranda & Ruiz-Hitzky, 1992). The small chemical
shift variations found for intercalation compounds
containing different interlayer cations could be
associated with interactions between the oxyethy-
lene units of the polymer and those interlayer
cations. Such cation-polymer interaction was
revealed by
23
Na NMR spectroscopy. The compo-
site materials show a peak at ÿ10.8 ppm, whereas
the
23
Na NMR spectrum of dry HEC shows two
signals at ÿ21.6 and ÿ30.6 ppm resulting from
interaction of Na ions with the silicate oxygen
atoms. With 50% relative humidity, a broad signal
with several peaks was observed. Thus, the
intercalation of PEO leads to an increase in the
homogeneity of the Na environment and simulta-
neously to a decrease of Na
+
interactions with the
silicate oxygens (Aranda & Ruiz-Hitzky, 1992).
Numerous (2D) solid-state NMR techniques are
currently used to describe the structure and
dynamics of solids (Duer, 2004). Such an experi-
ment was performed to estimate the extent of the
gauche conformation in PEO-based materials. Na
+
-




C labelled units in
stoichiometric amounts were stirred in acetonitrile
for 24 h to obtain the relevant nanocomposite.
Using a two-dimensional (2D) NMR techniques, the
OCÿCO bonds were found to be 90Ô5% gauche
(Harris et al., 1999), supporting the previous
investigations (Aranda & Ruiz-Hitzky, 1992). The
PEO/HEC nanocomposite was used to optimize the
conditions of several 2D NMR experiments
dedicated for studying organic species near silicate
surface. As the internuclear dipolar interaction
depends on the distance between the nuclei, its
time-modulation allows us to estimate the latter
parameter. Thus, the protons of the polymer closest
to the clay surface are a distance of 2ÿ4 A
Ê
from
the structural OH groups of HEC (Hou et al., 2002).
2
H NMR was used to study dynamics of deuterated
PEO intercalated in Li
+
-fluorohectorite. Although
the spectrum of the bulk polymer reveals no
significant dynamics at 220 K, small-amplitude
motions of PEO are present in the composite
materials. Increasing temperature up to 400 K
gives rise to a gradual onset of polymer dynamics.
The anisotropic pattern of the spectrum disappears
when all orientations are equally probable, giving
the single line spectrum of the isotropic phase (melt
phase). Unlike in the bulk, significant anisotropic
features persist in the
2
H NMR spectrum of the
nanocomposite at temperatures well above the
melting temperature of the polymer. This indicates
that many polymer units are trapped between
silicate layers and are preferentially oriented with
respect to the surrounding silicate structure (Wong
et al., 1996; Yang & Zax, 2006). 2D
2
H exchange
spectroscopy allows us to study C-H dynamics on
the ms timescale. Above the T
g
of PEO, large-angle
reorientation is observed for the bulk polymer but
not in the intercalated nanocomposite sample. The
best simulation of the 2D spectrum for inserted
PEO indicated reorientation of the C-
2
H bond
vectors through angles somewhat <30ë, and
through some mix of sloppy jumps with limited
rotational diffusion which cover the full range of




in the laboratory frame are
sensitive to fluctuations in the local environment on
a timescale comparable to the inverse of the NMR
resonance frequency (i.e. nanoseconds). At low
temperature, relaxation rates are greater in the
intercalated sample, corresponding to greater
polymer mobility than that in the bulk phase





-HEC at high temperatures
indicate that cation reorientation, like polymer
reorientation, is somewhat less than isotropic, and
residual ordering is imposed by the long parallel
plates of the silicate lattice. The deviation of the
cation surrounding distribution of oxygen atoms
from tetrahedral implies greater quadrupolar inter-
actions, not totally cancelled at high temperatures
(Wong et al., 1996). Compared to the PEO/Li
+
-
HEC sample, extra broadening of the
7
Li NMR
signal occurs with PEO/Li
+
MONT(Wy-1) samples
due to the presence of Fe
3+
in the octahedral layer
of the smectite. Each Fe
3+
contributes an unpaired
electron, forming a magnetic field roughly 1000
times as large as that of a typical nuclear spin. The
electron spins undergo rapid spin flips, and the
effective coupling (line width) to the nuclei is
proportional to the inverse of temperature, as is the
case for internuclear coupling. Such a variation of
the
7
Li NMR line width of PEO/Li
+
- MONT is
indeed observed at high (>300 K, internuclear
couplings dominate) and low temperatures
(<250 K). At intermediate temperatures, however,
the line shape narrowing is much more dramatic.
We interpret this transition region as the tempera-
ture range over which Li
+
dynamics are capable of
averaging the electron spin coupling to the nuclear
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spin. It is estimated that the correlation time for the
Li
+
hopping is a hundred-fold greater than the
correlation time for polymer reorientation. Thus,
lineshape-narrowing studies in the presence of fixed
paramagnetic sites is a measure of cation dynamics.
Cation dynamics in these nanocomposites is
approximately two orders of magnitude slower
than polymer reorientation (Wong et al., 1996;
Wong & Zax, 1997). Simulation of
7
Li NMR
spectra indicates that cations interact with the
silicate surface layer and their diffusion is restricted
to the surface (Yang & Zax, 1999). Recently, it has
been established that
7
Li NMR shows that the
nearest neighbour hydration state of Li
+
is
unaffected by PEO intercalation in MONT (Wy-1
and synthetic) (Reinholdt et al., 2005). By contrast,
23
Na NMR indicates that PEO insertion results in
the conversion of the multiple Na
+
hydration states
into inner sphere sites probably likely formed
through coordination with the silicate oxygens.
This tighter binding of Na
+
to the clay may be
the origin of the conductivity of PEO/Na
+
-MONT
being slower by two orders of magnitude than that
of PEO/Li
+
-MONT. The results confirm the idea
that polymer oxygen atoms do not participate in
sequestering the exchangeable cations and agree
with a jump process for cation migration (Reinholdt
et al., 2005).
Nanocomposites were also prepared by melt





C relaxation rates were measured as a
function of temperature. There was no observed
change in the rates at the transition temperature
expected for pure PEO, progressively decreasing
temperature. Therefore, large-amplitude motion of
the intercalated polymer chains persist below the
glass transition of the pure macromolecule. The
similarities between the
13
C CP MAS spectra of
PEO and PEO/MONT suggest that the conformation
and type of motion within the two systems are
similar and consist of helical jumps but the jump
motion in the nanocomposite has a lower apparent
activation energy (Kwiatkowski & Whittaker, 2001).
Melt intercalation was also used to obtain
poly(styrene-ethylene oxide) block copolymers(PS-
b-PEO)/HEC materials, starting with a clay/block


















nuclei of intercalated molecules are close to
29
Si
nuclei and structural hydroxyl protons of HEC. The
proximity of two spin-1/2 nuclei may induce
specific signal enhancements, resulting from the
modulation of the dipolar interaction (Duer, 2004).
Two polymers with similar PEO block lengths (7
and 8.4 kDa) but different PS block lengths (3.6 vs.
30 kDa) were compared. While the PS blocks are
found not to be intercalated in either material, PEO
intercalation does occur with the shorter PS block
length. In the PS-rich sample, a significant fraction
of PEO is not intercalated, however (Hou et al.,
2003). Similar techniques were used more recently
to characterize PEO/LAP (1/1) systems, suggesting
interactions between PEO chains and Laponite
layers. Proton relaxation decay in the laboratory
frame is bi-exponential, indicating two domains:
PEO chains intercalated in LAP and a PEO phase
containing clay platelets, probably in the exfoliated
state. With the PEO/LAP (3/7) nanocomposite, the
first domain is only present and the blend is
homogeneous on a length scale of ~10 nm
(Lorthioir et al., 2005).
2D
2
H exchange spectroscopy was also used to
investigate PS incorporated in modified fluorohec-
torite. Above the T
g
of PS, reorientation angles up
to ~45ë are accessed via small-angle diffusive hops.
By contrast, there is no evidence for slow dynamics





Al heteronuclear correlation NMR spectra
were recorded to characterize the organic-inorganic
interfacial structure of polylysine (PLYS) in
synthetic montmorillonite and beidellite. The
results indicate that the ammonium protons of the
positively charged lateral chains are located near
the silicate layer, at a distance <0.6 nm, indicating
that polylysine side chains are intercalated between
the clay platelets (Gougeon et al., 2002). The
chemical shifts of the
13
C CP MAS NMR spectra
reflect an overall loss of helicity of polylysine
intercalated in MONT, and the adoption of a single,
more extended conformation. A similar but less
important effect is also observed with polyglutamic
acid (PGLU). Unlike PLYS, the side chains do not
have any positive charges, therefore, to overcome
the repulsion from the negative charges of the clay,
carboxylic groups are protonated. This explains the
different structures in the interlayer region between
PLYS and PGLU (Gougeon et al., 2003). More
recent studies indicate reduced local mobility of
positively charged side chains of PLYS, suggesting
their penetration within the interlayer space and
their interaction with the negatively charged clay
layers (Gougeon et al., 2006).
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Mixing of 2-ethynylpyridine and dried MONT in
benzene at 65ëC for 24 h gives hybrid materials the
solid-state
13
C CP MAS NMR spectra of which
prove the formation of poly(2-ethynylpyridine)
(P2Epy) within the lamellar galleries of MONT as
a result of in situ polymerization. At a lower
adsorption yield (8%), the polymer is more tightly
bound to the clay surface (shorter dipolar relaxation
time T
CH
, equation 2), and as the adsorption yield
(15ÿ22%) increases, the fraction of the loosely
bound polymer increases. Variation of the
13
C
NMR signal frequency as a function of the polymer
yield and protonation of the intercalated polymer
indicates partial neutralization of the positive
charge on the nitrogen of the intercalated polymer
by its interaction with the negative charge of the
mineral (Sahoo et al., 2003).
No known solvent is capable of dispersing
hydrophyllic unmodified clays and dissolving
hydrophobic polymers simultaneously. Therefore,
the mineral is organically modified, exchanging the
original inorganic cations with cationic surfactants,
protonated monomers or positively charged polymer
initiators. Thus, anilinium cations were first
intercalated in montmorillonite and polymerized to
give a polyaniline (PANI)/clay nanocomposite.
Among the different oxidation states of this
conducting polymer, the most investigated forms
are emeraldine (EB, insulator) in which the reduced
and oxidized units are equal, and emeraldine salt
(ES) which shows idealized structures of the
protonated form due to proton doping.
2
H static
and MAS NMR studies reveal similar spectral
features for EB and PANI/MONT whereas a Knight
shift observed with ES suggests that polarons are
involved in charge transport. Failure to detect a
Knight shift in PANI/MONT is consistent with the
importance of 3D mechanisms of charge transfer for
bulk conductivity in PANI, not possible in the
nanocomposite (Goddard et al., 2003). The gel
polymer electrolyte based on poly(methylmethacry-
late) (PMMA) has also been proposed for Li battery
application, particularly because of their beneficial
effects on the stabilization of the Li-electrolyte
interface. The corresponding nanocomposites were
prepared by in situ polymerization of methyl-
methacrylate (MMA), in the presence of organo-
modified MONT. The carboxyl and methylene
chemical shifts of PMMA are not influenced by
the presence of MONT. Upon Li
+
addition, two
minor shoulders appear downfield which become
more intense with the clay content. Therefore, the
clay mineral promotes the basicity of the carboxyl
groups enhancing the interaction with Li cations.
However, the balanced attractive forces among
silicate layers, carboxyl groups, Li cations and
anions is critical in order to result in greater ionic
conductivity (Chen et al., 2002).
Intercalated nanocomposites with a high clay
content were prepared by the in situ polymerization
of e-caprolactone in the presence of modified
saponites of variable interlayer charge. Typical
13
C CP MAS NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 6
for the modified saponite HDTASAP0.75 and the
corresponding nanocomposite. The signals of the









in the all-trans conforma-







C CP MAS NMR spectrum of HDTASAP0.75 (a) and PCL/HDTASAP0.75 (b), showing both the
HDTA and PCL resonances (polymer content: 25%)
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group (17 ppm), respectively (Kubies et al.,
2002).
The polymer peaks of the nanocomposite are








(30 ppm) and the two remaining methylene groups
(26 ppm) (the signal at 125 ppm is a spinning side
band). Such hybrid materials allow us to determine
the trans/gauche conformational ratio of the
surfactant hydrocarbon chain and to characterize
the surfactant (HDTA) (Kubies et al., 2002; Mu
È
ller
et al., 2004; Mirau et al., 2005), and poly(e-
caprolactone) (PCL) (M
w
~ 4 kDa) mobility in the
nanocomposites. The decrease of the trans
conformer population in the HDTA (HDTP)
hydrocarbon chain and the variation of the
31
P
relaxation times of the intercalated HDTP show the
presence of greater mobility after nanocomposite
formation as also deduced from the
13
C CP MAS
NMR spectra (equation 2) The dipolar relaxation
times T
CH
(equation 2), shorter in the extracted PCL
than that in the nanocomposite, indicate greater
polymer mobility in the nanocomposite than in the
bulk phase, as also observed upon surfactant
intercalation. No significant effect on the structure
and dynamics of these intercalated nanocomposites
was observed by varying the layer charge of the
starting saponites, although the clay charge can
affect the yield of the prepared nanocomposite
(Hrobarikova et al., 2004). The yields of PCL
intercalation were weaker with surfactant-
exchanged Laponites than with similarly modified
synthetic saponites, as a result of unavoidable
polymer-clay interactions that appear in the first
system. The small platelet size of LAP may also
affect the polymer intercalation process. PCL
motion, occurring mainly in the kHz range,
decreases from the centre to the end of the
monomer unit (Urbanczyk et al., 2006).
Copolymers of MMA and 2-(methyl-N,N-diethy-
lammoniumiodide) ethylacrylate (MDEA) inserted
in bentonite and hectorite were prepared in two
different ways. The clay was first functionalized by
exchange with MDEA and MMA was then allowed
to copolymerize with the modified mineral. The
second type of complex was obtained by direct
interaction of the preformed copolymers with the




relaxation times of the pure copolymers with the
HEC complexed ones shows only minor differences
and no dependence on the preparation method or on
the MMA/MDEA ratio. The
13
C relaxation times in
the rotating frame that are sensitive to slower
motions in the kHz range are significantly different
for the complex prepared by the first method,
suggesting a different structure of the copolymer in
this material. In the paramagnetic bentonite
samples, the relaxation times are shorter for all
the investigated systems, indicating proximity of the
clay layers containing paramagnetic Fe(III) atoms




group. This observation also supports polymer
intercalation in bentonite. Furthermore, cross-polar-
ization is inefficient for the
13
C nuclei close to the
paramagnetic centres due to the drastic shortening
of T
1r
(H) (equation 2). The paramagnetic effect is
weaker with the materials prepared with the
functionalized bentonites. It is proposed that a
small percentage of MMA copolymerizes with
MDEA thus forming a small MDEA/MMA ratio
copolymer, while a large part of MMA forms
essentially long MMA sequences which are
attached to the clay through an MDEA moiety,
but mainly outside of the layers (Forte et al., 1998).
The first polymer-clay nanocomposite based on
nylon 6, described in the early 1990s, was prepared
by polymer insertion in surfactant-exchanged
montmorillonites (typically 5%). In particular,
15
N
CP MAS NMR study of model hybrid compounds
indicates a strong interaction with the silicate layers.
It was suggested that montmorillonite interacts
strongly with the ammonium end groups of nylon
6 (NY-6), with the polymer chains perpendicular to
the clay surface (Usuki et al., 1995). This technique
was also applied to characterize the different phases
of this polymer in the hybrid material. The a-
crystalline (thermodynamically favoured) and amor-
phous phases are usually only observed in the pure
polymer. An extra signal, assigned to the g crystal
form, with an intensity similar to that of the a phase
was observed in the nanocomposite spectrum.
Annealing of the hybrid material under conditions
that produce a crystallinity in neat nylon 6, results in
the g crystal form and amorphous phases. It was
concluded that the protonated amine end groups are
tightly bonded to the clay surface, giving rise to an
alignment of the polymer chains parallel to each
other, an appropriate orientation for formation of the
g crystalline phase, but not of the layered hydrogen-
bonded sheets leading to the a form (Mathias et al.,
1999). Several nominally 95/5 NY-6/MONT nano-
composites made by melt blending or in situ
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polymerization were studied by the
13
C CP MAS
NMR technique. The resonances at 34 ppm and
26.3 ppm are convenient indicators of the g- and a-
forms, respectively. The presence of the clay
promotes the formation of the g phase of NY-6.
The relative contributions of both forms upon
different technical treatments were estimated simi-
larly (VanderHart et al., 2001a).
Clay dispersion and paramagnetic relaxation.
The quality of the clay dispersion is a key factor
in the preparation of the nanocomposite.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
X-ray diffraction (XRD) are generally used for
that purpose. The Fe(III) paramagnetic content of




C spin-lattice relaxation rates of the
































(H) of the pure polymer.
Clay layers having no polymer interfaces, by and
large do not influence T
1
(H), and their paramag-
netic effect is indeed the most efficient when the
smectite is fully exfoliated. For families of
nanocomposites with the same clays (i.e. the same
Fe
3+








was found to be correlated with the quality of the
clay dispersion (VanderHart et al., 2001b,c). With
some in situ polymerized samples, annealing gives
rise to decreasing of the a/g phase ratio. Because
the mere presence of the clay is sufficient to change
the dominant crystal form of NY-6 from a to g, it
could be anticipated that the g phase would be
nucleated mainly near the clay surface. That the
1
H
relaxation rate in the g crystallites is faster than that
of the a crystallites supports this assumption since
shorter protonÿclay surface distances increase the
paramagnetic effect and the observed relaxation rate
1/T
1
(H) (VanderHart et al., 2001b). With the clay
modifiers used to obtain some melt blending
nanocomposites, narrow proton resonances occur
on the top of the
1
H broad lineshape of NY-6 in the
hybrid material. The relative signal intensities and
the chemical shifts indicate the formation of amino
compounds of small size, resulting from the
modifier degradation. The combination of tempera-
ture and mechanical stresses, rather than just
temperature itself, was the principal cause of the
chemical degradation of the modifier (VanderHart
et al., 2001b,c).






to prepare nanocomposites by melt blending of
poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) or by in situ polymer-






(equation 3) as a function of the clay content is
shown in Fig. 7 for the nanocomposites obtained by
melt intercalation. As expected, this parameter
increases with the clay content, and significant







two clays are shown even at a clay content as low
as 1%.
Clustering of clay platelets (microcomposites),
decreasing the paramagnetic effect on the relaxation
process, should lead to a progressive levelling of
the curve. The opposite is observed, indicating no
important clay aggregation until a mineral content
of 50%. PCL/MONT nanocomposites prepared by
in situ polymerization gave rise either to inter-
calated nanocomposites similar to those obtained by
melt blending or exfoliated nanocomposites. At the
same clay content, the latter samples induce a
stronger paramagnetic effect than the former as
might have been predicted. However, no correlation
between nanocomposites prepared by in situ
polymerization and melt blending was found. The
13
C relaxation time in the rotating frame T
1r
(C) was
also used to describe polymer dynamics of these
polymer-rich materials which remain similar for
clay contents in the 0ÿ30% range, showing greater
mobility in the middle of the monomer chain
(Calberg et al., 2004).
FIG. 7. Paramagnetic contribution R (s
ÿ1
) (equation 3)









: 3.51%) (reprinted with permission from
Calberg et al., 2004; Copyright (2004) American
Chemical Society).
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Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/montmorillonite nano-
composites form well-exfoliated systems. To show
how the polymer T
1
(H) values depend on the amount
of Fe
3+
, a few nanocomposites were prepared with
three montmorillonites sharing different Fe
3+
. A
good relation between the paramagnetic contribution
factor to T
1





the latter can be estimated by just measuring T
1
(H)
(Asano et al., 2004). In the light of a non-NMR
paper (Vantelon et al., 2003), such a correlation is
not expected to be general but dependent on the
possible Fe
3+
aggregation within the clay layer
(Calberg et al., 2004).
1
H spin-lattice relaxation decay curves of
paramagnetic nanocomposites were also analysed
by separation in two regions: a narrow and a much
broader region experiencing direct and indirect
paramagnetically induced relaxation, respectively.
The former region, in the 5ÿ50 ms range, was used
to calculate the fraction f of the actual polymer-clay
interfacial area, relative to the maximum possible
polymer-clay interfacial area. The decay at longer
times was associated with the degree of homo-
geneity, e, of the distribution of the polymer-clay
surfaces. Data analysis was performed for several
deoxygenated PS/MONT nanocomposites. The
aromatic polymers indeed cause a major shortening
of T
1
(H)) because oxygen has specific interactions
with aromatic rings. Good correlation was found
with XRD and TEM data; however, there are cases
in which serious questions about the representative
character of high-magnification images available
arise. The morphology of these hybrid materials
changes from microcomposite to exfoliated nano-
composite, depending on the preparation procedure.
Analysis of samples equilibrated with atmospheric
oxygen can provide quick but less quantitative
information on clay dispersion within the polymer
matrix (Bourbigot et al., 2003). That approach was
later applied to styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer
nanocomposites for systems showing an intercalated
structure with some exfoliation and the presence of
small tactoids, whatever the loading in MONT was.
The polymer-clay interfacial area, f, was estimated
at 0.5 and the degree of homogeneity characterizing
the distribution of MONT platelets is ~40%
(Bourbigot et al., 2004).
The previous NMR studies on dia- or para-
magnetic nanocomposites were synthesized after
clay modification. An alternate procedure, based on
micellar systems was also proposed. By sonification
of unmodified HEC dispersed in water and
surfactant micellized polymer in toluene, PS-clay










solid-state NMR experiments show that the HDTA
protons are the closest to the clay surface. These
nanocomposites consist of ~50 nm diameter stacks
of intercalated clays dispersed in the polystyrene
matrix, forming a layer of ~20 nm around the clay
stack (Hou & Schmidt-Rohr, 2003).
CONCLUS IONS
Solid-state NMR is an emerging technique in the
study of the structure and dynamics of species
intercalated in clay. In surfactant-exchanged clays,
the main results concern modulation of the all-trans
conformation upon variation of the clay structure,
the mineral charge, the surfactant loading or the
temperature. These results not only complement
FTIR data but also provide new insights into the
conformational ordering of the intercalated surfac-
tants. Furthermore, application of NMR techniques
is more general. Arrangement of polymer chains in
the clay galleries can be also described by NMR
methods. NMR spectroscopy is also useful in
studying molecular dynamics. Thus, the mobility
of intercalated surfactant depends on its arrange-
ment and conformation in the interlayer region.
Variation of the polymer chain motion upon
nanocomposite formation can also be characterized
by NMR methods. At this stage, no general rule can
be defined since quite different systems showing
sometimes opposite effects have been reported. The
NMR methods are also quite useful in describing
the structure of the polymer in the hybrid material
and its intercalation extent.
Most of the above studies have been performed
with synthetic clays and hectorite which are devoid
of paramagnetic effects perturbing the NMR data.
Nevertheless, this destructive perturbation has been
used to define clay dispersion within the polymer
matrix of nanocomposites.
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